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1. OPENING AND INTRODUCTIONS 

Lubricants Committee Chair Fran Lockwood called the meeting to order and asked 
participants to sign the attendance sheet (included as Attachment 1). A motion to approve 
the minutes from the November 11, 2003, Lubricants Committee Standards Meeting was 
made and seconded by committee members, and the committee unanimously approved the 
minutes as written. 

 
2. HEAVY-DUTY ENGINE OILS 

Steve Kennedy (ExxonMobil) briefed the committee on the API/EMA Diesel Engine Oil 
Advisory Panel’s (DEOAP) effort to develop a Supplement to API CI-4. His presentation is 
included as Attachment 2. 
 
A portion of the briefing focused on the 10 TBN limit for the CI-4 Supplement proposed by 
EMA. Oil marketers expressed a preference for no limit on TBN in a conference call on 
March 4 but noted that they would consider a limit of 9 if necessary. ACC representatives 
had not, as yet, formally considered a 9 TBN option but agreed to give it some 
consideration. 
 

ACTION: ACC will consider the feasibility of a 9 TBN limit for the CI-4 Supplement. 
 
Steve Kennedy also reported on the status of DEOAP discussions related to PC-10 matrix 
design and funding. To aid the discussions, Steve Kennedy asked the Lubricants Committee 
to consider a series of questions included on slide 11 of Attachment 2. He noted that the 
PC-10 Matrix Design Task Force would need the Lubricants Committee’s commitment on a 
funding level in the next few weeks and firm guidance on matrix design in the next 3 to 4 
months. [Note: The BOI/VGRA Task Force will address the design questions at a meeting 
on April 22 in Houston, and the Lubricants Committee will discuss matrix funding in a 
business conference call in the next few weeks.] 
 

3. DISCUSSION OF PASSENGER CAR ENGINE OIL BALLOT ITEMS 
The committee reviewed the February 24, 2004, Lubricants Committee ballot (see 
Attachment 3) and the comments made by Mike McMillan (General Motors) on behalf of 
ILSAC. These comments (included as Attachment 4) led to a discussion on the need for 
ILSAC GF-4 oils outside of North America. Doug Deckman (ExxonMobil) shared a slide 
(Attachment 5) with the committee showing the phosphorus limits in place or under 
consideration for vehicles recommending oils meeting ACEA specifications.  
 
As the discussion on API SM progressed, committee members focused on specific ballot 
items and agreed that three questions should be posed to ILSAC to evaluate the need to 
address international issues in SM: 
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 Do OEM's use the same emissions systems worldwide?  
 Why do OEM's recommend different oils and viscosities outside the US?  
 Would a commitment from the oil and additive companies to educate consumers in the 

US about using GF-4 oils in their vehicles mitigate OEM concerns with the proposed API 
SM? 

 
The committee also asked for clarifications to ballot items 3, 4, 8, and 14. These were 
prepared separately and forwarded to the Lubricants Committee on March 22 and April 5, 
2004 (see Attachment 6). Additionally, Barbara Dennis (Castrol) shared her company’s 
views on the “emission system protection” provision described in ballot item 8 (see 
Attachment 7). 
 
At the conclusion of the discussion, committee members were reminded that any comments 
submitted should be substantive and specific and should include wording or actions that 
could lead toward a resolution. 
 

ACTIONS: 
 API will forward the Lubricants Committee’s questions noted above to ILSAC Chair 

Mike McMillan. 
 API will issue clarifications on ballot items 3, 4, 8, and 14. 
 
4. EPA’S ILSAC GF-4 MEETINGS AND POTENTIAL CONSUMER EDUCATION 

REQUIREMENT 
Cliff Venier reported that EPA had met with stakeholder organizations like the Alliance, API, 
ILMA, and the Automotive Oil Change Association (AOCA) on January 27 and February 20, 
2004, to discuss issues related to EPA’s approval of ILSAC GF-4 oils for use in certification 
and fuel economy test vehicles. Information shared in these meetings was taken into 
account before EPA issued its March 2, 2004, letter to vehicle and engine manufacturers 
(see Attachment 8). 
 
EPA’s letter includes a provision requiring vehicle and engine manufacturers to develop a 
rollout plan for the introduction of ILSAC GF-4 oils that includes a provision to educate 
consumers. This plan would be developed “in consultation with all principal oil service 
providers from dealers to quick oil change facilities to auto repair service providers to the 
major retailers servicing the do-it-yourself market segments.” Ellen Shapiro (Alliance) noted 
that her organization sees this requirement as a joint effort between the oil and additive, 
service, and auto industries. The Lubricants Committee proposed that API estimate the 
costs associated with revising its engine oil informational materials to educate consumers 
about ILSAC GF-4 oils. This estimate would be one of the issues considered during a 
meeting of stakeholders planned for April 28 at API’s offices in Washington DC. It was also 
suggested that members help API create a library of promotional material by providing API 
copies of their company’s GF-4 information. 
 

ACTION: API will estimate the costs associated with revising the API Motor Oil Guide 
Shelf Card and other informational materials to educate consumers about ILSAC GF-4 
oils. 
 
5. ROLE OF ASTM IN API SM 

Frank Fernandez (Oronite) reported that the ASTM Passenger Car Engine Oil Classification 
Panel (PCEOCP) leadership discussed options for incorporating the proposed API SM into 
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an ASTM document. These options include incorporating API SM into ASTM D 4485 using 
traditional ASTM procedures, adding an API SM addendum or annex to D 4485, or issuing 
an ASTM guide on API SM. The latter relies on voting rules that are less complicated than 
those required to incorporate revisions to D 4485. However, Frank Fernandez noted that the 
Class Panel would need about 3 months to ballot and approve changes to D 4485 and more 
than 3 months to approve an API SM “guide.”   

 
The Lubricants Committee agreed that it should defer guidance to the Class Panel until a 
decision on API SM has been reached. 

 
6. DISCONTINUANCE OF API SJ LICENSING 

Kevin Ferrick (API) reported on the number of API SJ products currently licensed by API 
(see Attachment 9). Committee members reviewed the data and recommended that API poll 
its licensees to determine how much API-licensed SJ oil was produced in 2003 to determine 
if there is a need to continue to license these products. 
 

ACTION: API will collect data from its licensees to determine if there is a need to 
continue to license API SJ oil.   
 
7. NEW BUSINESS 

BOI/VGRA Chair Cliff Venier (Shell) reviewed the status of the ballot items from the 
December 15, 2003, ballot. A ballot summary with resolutions to the comments is included 
under Attachment 10. Additionally, Cliff Venier moved that three new items listed under 
Attachment 11 be balloted to the Lubricants Committee. The committee seconded and 
approved the motion. 
 

ACTION: Kevin Ferrick will issue a letter ballot asking the Lubricants Committee to 
approve the proposed changes to API 1509 noted in Attachment 11. 
 
8. NEXT STANDARDS MEETING 

The Lubricants Committee agreed to hold a conference call from 2:00 – 4:00 p.m. eastern 
time on Friday, April 16, 2004, and meet in Cincinnati (near the airport) on Tuesday, May 4. 


